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Warmth, red flowers, comes to me while I am still setting up the images, I had already generated 
both left and right images and was returning to left tab open and with this text box over it. 

I find warmth and red color, pointy things pointing upward these are red and on the floor, there are 
many of them like flower cups inside a wooden crate. Heat is generated here. 

There is a yellow large sphere inside one of the red cups. 

1:27 PM End RV. Summary is that I get only one type of RV place from this session and not two 
different ones. It feels as if I got only one target and not two. I have not done any probing, and also 
the initial stage is brief. 

I almost forgot again that I need to take a break to discourage displacement. I will return in ten 
minutes. 

1:37 PM I try not to let the target signal/signals grab at me now that I am back, I can feel the signal 
and I can feel what I feel like and I remain in my own feeling. The target signal has these firm 
bundles of density that depict things, I prevent those from coming into my brain to give me 
sensations. 

I will look at the left image first, then the right image. 
Left image is a beautiful town landscape of Paris. 
Right image is a winter landscape looking toward a lake. 

I may be biased because I know what the right answer to the question is (left), but the report I 
created is better matched to the left image than to the right. The warm red colors match with the 
left image, but not to the winter landscape image right. The square shape roof on left image is an 
acceptable match to the initial stage element of the box around the red flowers. The yellow circle 
can even be found on the left image, if you look on the top right side of the large red roof you will 
see a yellow circle which is only slightly distorted from being a perfect circle. 

I judge that both target images left and right were suitable RV target images. 

My report matches to the left image. The left image is also the right answer. In this session I did not 



experience having two different places in my report but only one place. 

This session went well, both target images are acceptable RV images, the report matches better to 
the left image, and the left image was the known right answer. 

If you look at the shapes of the leaves in front of the big red roof they have the shapes of the red 
tulips that I drew. The correlation of my report and drawing is very good to the left image. However, 
the fence we find on the left side in the right image is a better match to my box than the roof on the 
left image is. It is difficult to judge when I know what the right image would be, so I might have a 
bias for choosing the left image. This will go away in later sessions once I start using sessions where I 
do not know the right answer during the judging. 

1:44 PM End ARV session. 

LEFT image
Source https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:La_Torre_Eiffel_desde_Montmartre,_Paris_
2011.jpg
Image 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/c/ce/La_Torre_Eiffel_desde_Montmartr
e%2C_Paris_2011.jpg/800px-La_Torre_Eiffel_desde_Montmartre%2C_Paris_2011.jpg

RIGHT image
Source https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:LE-_Winter_(8260331075).jpg
Image https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/9/96/LE-_Winter_%
288260331075%29.jpg/800px-LE-_Winter_%288260331075%29.jpg


